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Africa, South & Central Asia Americas & Australasia East & Southeast Asia 
India–China tensions: what next for India? – IISS 

 
An increase in tensions along the disputed border between India and 
China represents a potential watershed for Asia’s two largest powers, 
writes Antoine Levesques. He considers India’s options in managing a 
potentially more adversarial relationship with China.The deaths of more 
than 20 Indian and Chinese soldiers in gruesome hand-to-hand combat 
on 15 June was the most serious incident on the India–China border 
since 1967.  
 
Sri Lanka’s new government faces foreign-policy balancing act - 
IISS 
The Nexus Between Crime and Violent Extremism in Kenya: A 
Case Study of Two Prison Complexes – RUSI 
Why the Mali Coup Should Matter to the UK – Chatham House 
Second Batch Of Rafale Fighter Jets From France To Arrive In 
India In October – Indian Defense News  

US defence chief says China ‘destabilising’ Pacific –
The Guardian 

 
An increase in tensions along the disputed border between India and 
China represents a potential watershed for Asia’s two largest powers, 
writes Antoine Levesques. He considers India’s options in managing a 
potentially more adversarial relationship with China. The deaths of 
more than 20 Indian and Chinese soldiers in gruesome hand-to-hand 
combat on 15 June was the most serious incident on the India–China 
border since 1967.  
 
Government awards design contract for future fighter 
infrastructure in Cold Lake - Skies 
Investment package announced for Australia’s defence industry – 
ADM 
NZ to increase Defence Force deployment to Republic of Korea  – 
Scoop 

Abe says he will again resign due to poor health – 
Japan Times 
 
Ending weeks of speculation, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe announced 
Friday that he is stepping down for health reasons a second time, 
leaving Nagatacho scrambling to make the transition to the post-Abe 
era. Attention has now shifted to who will replace Abe and when.  
Abe said he will not appoint an interim prime minister and will remain in 
office until his successor is chosen. 
 
Reform efforts in South Korea create ecosystem for defense 
industry growth – Defense News  
A China management strategy with ASEAN at its centre – East 
Asia Forum  
Jakarta should be wary of Beijing’s South China Sea proposals – 
The Interpreter  
Indo-Japan Mutual Logistics Pact can enable Navies access to 
Djibouti & Andamans – Economic Times   

Eastern Europe Middle East Western Europe & The Nordics 
U.S. Army deploys approximately 60 helicopters to 
Germany, Poland and Latvia – Defence Blog 
   
The U.S. Army has announced that it is deploying approximately 60 
military helicopters from La Rochelle, France, and fly to training 
locations in Germany, Poland and Latvia. The Baltic Security also 
reported that from July 13 to 20, about 10 U.S. Army UH-60 Black 
Hawk helicopters assigned to 101st Combat Aviation Brigade will arrive 
at Lielvārde Air Base, Latvia, for a nine-month rotation in support of 
Atlantic Resolve. During these dates, residents of Siauliai and 
neighboring communities may see a large formation of helicopters. 
These flights will adhere to standard noise abatement procedures. 
;Since April 2014, U.S. Army Europe has led the Department of 
Defense’s Atlantic Resolve land efforts by bringing units based in the 
U.S. to Europe for nine months at a time. 
 
Will Poland and Romania Jointy Produce Military Equipment? – 
Defence 24 
Russia-aligned hackers running anti-Nato fake news campaign – 
report –  The Guardian 
Lithuania accept delivery of NASAMS medium-range air defense 
systems– Defence Blog 
 

Strategic pause: What explains Russia’s inertia in 
eastern Syria? – Middle East Institute 
 
Unlike Iranian proxies and Syrian regime military units that attacked 
American soldiers near the Conoco oil field on the same day that bomb 
went off — and on one recent occasion opened fire on a U.S. patrol — 
Moscow has been scaling down its activities in the eastern part of the 
country. Unlike Iranian proxies and Syrian regime military units that 
attacked American soldiers near the Conoco oil field on the same day 
that bomb went off — and on one recent occasion opened fire on a 
U.S. patrol — Moscow has been scaling down its activities in the 
eastern part of the country. This stands in contrast to earlier attempts 
by Russian forces to solidify their position in the Trans-Euphrates area 
and compete with American patrols in undeclared “road wars.” 
 
How Southern Syria Has Been Transformed Into a Regional 
Powder Keg – Carnegie Middle East Center 
Saudi Arabia and Pakistan: Unease and Reassurance Amid 
Changing Regional Realities – RUSI  
What kind of industrial cooperation will be improved Israel-UAE 
relations produce? – Defense News  
How Tripoli's port 'stepped in' after 'apocalyptic' Beirut blast – Al 
Jazeera 

EU prepares options against Turkey's military stance 
in eastern Mediterranean – Janes 
 
With tensions between Greece and Turkey at their highest in decades 
over competing claims for territorial rights and gas reserves in the 
eastern Mediterranean, “all options” will be on the table to persuade 
Ankara to cease its belligerent behaviour in the region, according to EU 
officials. “This situation could lead to an unwanted escalation: it needs 
to be defused,” German Defence Minister Annegret Kramp-
Karrenbauer told reporters after a 26 August meeting in Berlin with her 
EU counterparts. She said new naval exercises in the region involving 
the two opponents “are not helpful and we all agree on that”, adding 
that “we must create more space to allow talks to start”. 
 
Finland’s $12 billion fighter plan dodges the post-pandemic 
budget ax – Defense News 
Greek and Turkish warships collide in the Aegean Sea – Reuters 
Israeli Air Force touches down in Germany for first time – Janes 
UK and Belgium to collaborate on Protector RPAS – Airforce 
Technology 
Spanish Army 8x8 Contract Awarded – European Security & 
Defence 
 

Regional Insights: August 28th, 2020 
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ASPI (Australia) 
• China military watch 

• Defence concerns about TikTok should take ADF 
families into account 

• Australia’s air force should already be planning to 
replace the F-35 

• The US Navy is chasing the impossible 

• The strange submarine saga: the industry policy 
puzzles 

• Will US bombers on Diego Garcia deter Chinese 
aggression? 

• Australia and South Korea can and should have 
closer defence ties 

 

ATLANTIC COUNCIL (USA) 
• National Security Advisor says US must ‘confront the 

Chinese across all spectrums’ 

• Experts react: The road ahead for Japan after Abe 
resigns 

• Capitalizing on transatlantic concerns about China 

• Vladimir Putin’s forever war against Ukraine 
continues 

• Primer on hypersonic weapons in the Indo-Pacific 
region 

• Grundman quoted in DefenseNews on the growth of 
defense company revenues in FY19 

 

BELFER CENTRE FOR SCIENCE AND 
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS (USA) 

• A call for antiracist action and accountability in the US 
nuclear community 

• The Case for Increased Transatlantic Cooperation on 
Artificial Intelligence 

 

BROOKINGS (USA) 
• Afghanistan Index: Tracking variables of 

reconstruction and security in post-9/11 Afghanistan 

• Iraq Index: Tracking variables of reconstruction and 
security in post-Saddam Hussein Iraq 

 

CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL 
PEACE (USA) 

• Solid Ambitions: The U.S.–South Korea Missile 
Guidelines and Space Launchers 

• Modernizing Without Destabilizing: China’s Nuclear 
Posture in a New Era 

CFR (USA) 

• Cyber Doctrines and the Risk of Nuclear Crisis 
Instability. Part 1: Issues with U.S. Cyber Strategy 

 

CHATHAM HOUSE (UK) 

• Rage Against the Algorithm: the Risks of 
Overestimating Military Artificial Intelligence 

• By Inventing Military Threats, Lukashenka Is Playing 
with Fire 

 

CNAS (USA) 
• A Strategy for Competition 

• Defining DoD’s Role in Gray Zone Competition 

• Navy Force Structure in the Next National Defense 
Strategy 

• Europe Can Preserve the Iran Nuclear Deal Until 
November 

• Digital Dictators 
 

HERITAGE FOUNDATION (USA) 
• 6 Worst Military Leaders Ever 

• Can Russia Be Trusted on International Security 
Pacts? 

• The Navy Needs More Ships - And Vision, Too 

• Time to Kill the Zombie Iran Nuclear Deal at U.N. 

• The W93/Mk7 Program: Ensuring the Future of U.S. 
Nuclear Deterrence 

• Skyborg: Bold Example or Another Joint Mistake? 

• Improving the National Defense Authorization Act for 
Fiscal Year 2021 

 

HUDSON INSTITUTE (USA) 
• What’s Next for the U.S.–Japan ‘Special Relationship’ 

• Three Steps to Win - or Avert - a Pacific War With 
China 

• Reject 'No First Use' Nuclear Policy 

• Defending America in the Age of Quantum 
 

IISS (UK) 
• Japan and cyber capabilities: how much is enough? 

• Greece’s navy feels the Mediterranean heat 

• China’s defence-industry rankings: down but by no 
means out 

• Budget and pandemic present challenges to Russia’s 
defence industrial base 

 

RAND CORPORATION (USA) 
• In North Korea, The U.S. Could Take the Lead 

• Why Militaries Should Play Games with Each Other 

• Secretary Azar's Taiwan Visit Should Be 
Celebrated—for the Right Reasons 

• Why Israel-UAE Deal Doesn't Merit the Hype 

• Russia's Su-57 Heavy Fighter Bomber: Is It Really a 
Fifth-Generation Aircraft? 

• North Korean Decisionmaking: Economic Opening, 
Conventional Deterrence Breakdown, and Nuclear 
Use 

• The Future of Warfare Boxed Set 
 

RUSI (UK) 
• Coordinating Artificial Intelligence: Six Lessons from 

the US 

• Saudi Arabia and Pakistan: Unease and 
Reassurance Amid Changing Regional Realities 

• Italy’s New Approach to Libya 

• Hong Kong, Caracas, Sevastopol: Are Sanctions 
Here to Stay? 

• An Unlikely Partnership in Trouble: Serbia and 
Azerbaijan  

 

STIMSON CENTRE (USA) 
• IAEA Nuclear Security Recommendations 

(INFCIRC/225): The Next Generation 

• Military Coercion and US Foreign Policy: The Use of 
Force Short of War: Examining the use of the U.S. 
military force as a coercive tool, using lessons drawn 
from the post-Cold War era (1991–2018) 

Global Think Tanks Report: August 28th, 2020 
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